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Now, Spiral Coiling, Wire-O, or any other kind of punching jobs can be done fast, precise and at prices that
just can’t be beat! Furthermore, unlimited flexibility and possibilities will give you the service you need.
For example, Spiral Coil holes can be punched in 4:1 and 5:1, Wire-o in 3:1 or
2:1 and Cerlox, all at rates of up to a 1,000,000 sheets in a single shift. That’s
1,000,000 sheets in 8 hours!! Holes or other designs can be punched virtually
anywhere on the sheet with sheet sizes as small as 3 ½” x 4” and as large as
18” x 21”. We can even punch books with index divider tabs already inserted into
them and punch through any stock. Dies can be fitted that will cut any design or
pattern such as windows, door hangers or even index divider tabs. No job is too
small or too large for this amazing machine. Set-up is quick and the precision is
perfect. Punched stock can then be spiral coiled at speeds of up to 750 books
per hour. With 6mm to 35 mm coils, available in any color or gauge, rapid
production is assured with our new Auto Coiler.
What’s more, we also plastic laminate. We can do any size run, all kinds of stocks and
sizes, single or double sided with stay flat films are available in gauges from 1.1 mil to 10
mil, matte or gloss, PET or nylon. Furthermore, we also manufacture index divider tabs
that include printing, Mylar (clear or coloured), die cutting, three-hole drilling and
reinforcing as well as inserting and collating. We’ll even handle all of your cutting
requirements limiting your worry to only printing your text - and we’ll do the rest! You just
can’t have it easier, safer and faster than letting Alberta Book Bindery handle your job.

Just a reminder, don’t forget about our excellent perfect binding service. We do
it all. Collating, inserting, tipping, laminating, scoring, trimming, shrink wrapping
and much more. For example, all kinds of sewing and stitching can be
combined with perfect binding for those special or tough jobs. Cleat cutting and
cleat sewing are exclusive to Alberta Book Bindery giving amazing strength to
stiff or coated paper stock. Smyth sewn/perfect bound make for indestructible
and lay flat books. Our high output auto feed Smyth sewing machines can sew
up to 7,800 signatures per hour, handling even the biggest jobs so we can
provide fast turnaround and handle jobs of almost any size.
The biggest feature of all is our high quality workmanship.
You’re assured solid binding, precision centering of spines
and precision trimming without chipping or crushing of the
spines with only minimal make readies. Stocks to be bound
can be supplied in singles sheets (pre-collated), 8, 12, 16, 24,
32 or 48 page signatures with perforated spine folds or
bursted spines. If you prefer, we’ll even do the folding for
you.

Once again, we’re offering a binding service that has it all, and on time - all while saving you time &
money and giving you peace of mind. Just pickup the phone and call one of our representatives for
free consultation or a quote, fax us at 437-1246 or e-mail us at abb@albertabookbindery.com.

Remember, if quality and reliability matter, give us a call.

